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Because health is established by our thoughts, is formed by our habits, and is activated by the 
practices, exercises, and awareness's in our daily lives, the quality of life we live is equivalent to the 
standard of health we seek and maintain. Peak Frequency Living is the daily practice of conscious 
thoughts, habits, and choices of dynamic resources that fill us with radiant energy in every one of our 
77 trillion cells. To truly live is to utilize that radiant light, energy, and information on every level in 
which we exist. Therefore living is the enlivenment, awareness, and capability of fulfilling the 
purpose of our participation in this world. That is joy! 

Living encompasses the full band-width of vibrational energy, or frequencies, possible at any given 
moment. The frequencies we choose determine our quality of life. Full range, energetic frequencies 
make it possible for us to experience the depth and breadth of potentials and possibilities. Tapping 
into those singular and multiple frequency ranges provides the scope of experience we call life.  

Because energy, information, and light all travel in waves, we can ride the waves into and though 
each and every permeable field. We are only limited by our imagination.  What incredible potential 
we posses with the innate ability we have to manifest our imaginings.  

How is the imagination and manifestation of our life force activated and practiced? The answer is 
through the manner in which you choose to conduct your life energy. When we take accountability 
for our own bodies, and even our life force, we can stop asking science and modern medicine to fix 
us and take away our dis-eases, and stop asking “law” enforcement to protect us and maintain peace. 
We realize that we need look no further than our own infinite potential, our own life power source.  

Each of us is the most sophisticated, elite technology that exists. With this realization we have the 
opportunity to become the healing of all medicines, the permanent immunity to disease and aging in 
living the vibration in oneness with the endless universe. In this state we can BE the collective future 
that we all want to create. When we feel our E-motions, how they move through us and connect us 
to every other living being, we stop living in separation and lack. Beyond the potential life force 
energy moving through us, we realize that potential force i s  us! There is no separation between you 
and that force. It is you who determines your response to every anti-body; bacteria, virus and fungus. 
It is you that determines your reaction to anger, hate and violence. It is you that determines your 
threshold of tolerance toward fear, pain and death. And finally it is you that determines all the other 
events that you have masterfully created in your life. 

We are determining our individual and collective future with every decision, every action, every 
frequency we accept or reject with all the potential power that we use and activate in every moment 
of space and time. When we use our own potential for powerful energy, not giving it away through 
fear, pain, or dis-ease, our potential increases individually and collectively as our own power 
generates power in others and is passed on exponentially. 

Our thoughts then become without attachment to the outcome or consequences of the event. Our 
feelings become without the distortion of fear and conditioning. Our emotions become without the 
charge of polarity. We come to know and value ourselves enough to make decisions and act upon 
them, increasing our abilities for even more powerful potential to live without limitation. 
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